
Fame or Income?

If you had the opportunity to sit down and just talk with your 
favorite mixed media artists, what would you ask them? What 
burning questions would you ask?

The Pulse of Mixed Media author 
and artist Seth Apter had such an 
opportunity. He interviewed with 31 
talented and diverse artists, and 
asked them to share their opinions 
on everything under the sun—from 
color, media and tools, to emotions, 
secrets and self-revelations. In this 
excerpt from the book, Seth poses 
a simple enough question and gets 
some surprising responses: If you 
had your choice of fame versus 
income as an artist, which would you 
choose?

To learn more about or purchase  
The Pulse of Mixed Media by Seth 
Apter, click here.
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By far, the majority of artists chose income. The main reason given was that income would allow them to continue to pursue their artistic passion. 

Fame was also chosen by some, primarily because that would indicate that they were respected and appreciated as artists. And for quite a few, 

neither fame nor income was a focus in their artistic pursuits.

If you had your choice of fame 
versus income as an artist, which 

would you choose?

Tough one. I guess somewhere in between. Living comfortably 

doing the things I love in my own way while gaining some rec-

ognition along the way.
—Robert Maloney

I have seen that if I’m genuine in my art, people find me and 

follow me. If I can continue producing art that feels honest 

and have it still appeal to people, I can ask for nothing more. 

So I suppose that means a moderate income with a modest 

amount of recognition and I’m happy.
—John Borrero

My first impulse is to choose fame. It is a wonderful feeling to 

be appreciated and know that people can relate to your work 

and be touched in some profound way by what you, as an art-

ist, have created. That being said, many famous people have 

said that their fame has impacted their lives in a negative way.

—Karen Cole

Actually I would choose neither. What I seek is the thrill of 

experimentation, the joy of resolution and the satisfaction of 

creating. By not particularly seeking fame or income, I am free 

to focus on creating my art. It’s my gift to myself.

—Leslie Avon Miller

Income! Having an income would allow me to continue  

creating art and to bring some of those grand ideas into  

reality occasionally.
—Gary Reef

I have always imagined that with fame comes income . . . but if 

I had to choose one or the other, I would choose income. With 

income I would be more relaxed knowing that my family would 

remain comfortable even during uncertain economic times.

—Julie Prichard

Fame is nice, and I’ve had a little taste of it, but if I had to 

choose between the two, I’d always go for being able to support 

myself as an artist. For the past twenty years, I have been able 

to sustain a full-time career on my own. What a gift that has 

been from the universe!
—Nina Bagley

The part of me that sees being an artist as work is also the 

part that has a growing family and would love to have steady 

income come from my art. The part of me that feels that being 

an artist is a calling doesn’t necessarily want fame, but rather 

respect from my peers and the outside world.

—Bridgette Guerzon Mills

I would pick getting my art exposed to more people rather than 

making lots of money. Because I have income from my job as 

a teacher, I don’t need my art to be my moneymaker. Mostly I 

just want to stay true to my art.
—Roxanne Evans Stout

What would boost your 
creativity the most?

More time: 51%
More space: 37%
More supplies: 12% 
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Income. I need the income more than I need fame, and I don’t 

think fame would bring me what I’m searching for in life. I love 

creating art in solitude, and I love seeing all the details of 

nature that thrive in stillness. Perhaps fame would clash with 

these ideals.
—Robyn Gordon

I’d be less than candid if I said that the monetary rewards 

aren’t a perk. However, I do not make my artistic decisions 

based on economics.
—Angela Cartwright

I’d choose income. Fame would mean more social engage-

ments, which would mean less time for art, and I wouldn’t  

like that.
—Lynne Hoppe

At the chance of sounding really lame I am going to choose 

neither. I am not sure if I were famous and/or making income 

from my art that I would be able to keep doing what I love best 

in my own unique way without thinking of the consequences.

—Vivian Bonder

Fame. I like the responses from people when they “get it.” 

However, if you want to give me some money, I won’t turn  

it down.
—Don Madden

I would choose income. In this way, I would be able to  

pursue all the art dreams I can’t currently fulfill because of  

lack of time.
—Jill Zaheer

I doubt that with my artwork I would seek either fame or 

income because that does not reflect what my work is about 

nor what I am about as a person and an artist. My art  

speaks to social justice issues, but for me, if one person is 

affected positively, then the recognition of a job well done  

has been achieved.
—Judy Wilkenfeld

I would choose income over fame. Being able to depend on a 

steady and respectable income from making art would open up 

a lot of new directions that would be a dream to explore. There 

are destinations and events I would love to visit that would fill 

me with inspiration.
—Michelle Ward

Fame is a mirage. I don’t think I could handle the demands or 

loss of privacy. I’m better at spending money.
—Judy Wise

Definitely my answer would be income. Fame is not important 

to me, and I do not seek after it. Validation comes when some-

one purchases my art. Because I have a passion for finding 

various objects to use in my work, income gives me the oppor-

tunity to purchase more supplies.
—JoAnnA Pierotti

As for fame? I can now leave the desire for fame in a smolder-

ing heap, crushed under my boot heel. Now seriously, who 

cares? As for art income? Smart people always have a Plan B.

—Lisa Hoffman

I think we all want to be famous in our own little way, but I find 

the income helps me pursue my art more. It gives me opportu-

nities to buy more supplies, to take classes from other artists 

I admire and to learn new techniques to help my art to evolve. 

So it’s income for me.
—Jen Crossley

I don’t really want either. My goal is simply to catalogue my 

experiences, to understand them better, and if I have any influ-

ence on others, it’s simply to encourage them to do the same. 

My artwork is the by-product of my experience and observation 

of life. I can’t imagine it attracting fame or fortune.

—Danny Gregory
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If you had your choice of fame 
versus income as an artist, which 

would you choose?

Fame, because who acquired one of my paintings would mean 

more to me than how many paintings I sold. Fame would mean 

that others respect my work.
—Donna Watson

Fame, because with fame comes opportunity to share on so 

many different levels. Having artwork and a book published has 

allowed me to teach in many venues. Nothing makes my day 

more than getting an email from someone who found one of 

my articles or workshops helpful.
—Pam Carriker

I would choose necessity over luxury. I would make sure there 

is abundance of yummy food on my table and a terra-cotta 

roof over my head, maybe even a vegetable garden visible 

through my kitchen window. Once I have that taken care of, I 

wouldn’t mind at all being noticed.
—Orly Avineri

Money so I always have the funds to keep making art.

—Patricia Larsen

Income, most definitely! I am the type that gets a bit anxious 

and awkward around others, and I really, really despise atten-

tion being drawn to myself. Plus, you can’t really spend fame at 

a flea market.
—Alicia Caudle

Call me pragmatic, but I would choose Income (with a capital I, 

and a steady one at that). Then I wouldn’t always have to weigh 

keeping a roof over our heads or filling the bare cupboards 

against buying a batch of Prismacolors—always deciding what 

we will have to do without.
—Sarah Fishburn

Income. I can’t buy a flexible shaft with fame. Then again, if 

one had enough fame, it should be fairly easy to parlay that 

into income. I am unable to see myself as famous; I can more 

easily see myself as rich.
—Leslie Marsh

I would choose income. I like the security of a roof over my 

head and food on my table. I like the security and comfort of 

being an observer. With fame comes the loss of anonymity, and 

as soon as you become the one everyone is looking at, your 

perspective changes.
—Linda Woods

Overall does your family 
support your life in art?

Yes, 100% behind me: 59%
Sometimes yes, sometimes no: 34%
No, they just don’t get it: 7% 

Have you ever told another artist  
that you like their work when you 
actually didn’t?

Yes, that happens often: 5%
Yes, but only occasionally: 38%
No, I just don’t offer any feedback: 52%
No, I always share my opinion even if negative: 5%
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